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August Samplers of the Month: Two Glorious Samplers . . .

. . . "Betsy Davis 1797" on the left . . . and "Betsy Manchester 1793." Below are photographs from the charts of the reproductions of
these absolutely

beautiful similar samplers, both stitched under the expert guidance of Providence's most noted school mistress, Miss Mary (aka Polly)
Balch. And I am thrilled to hear from so many of you that these incredible reproductions have touched you out there in sampler land
and are now on your to-do lists! It makes my heart sing. More charts, fabric, and silks are on their way so that we can complete your
orders. They are equally stunning, but right now Betsy Davis is winning by a margin of about 2 to 1. As Samplers of the Month, both can
be purchased at a 15% discount this entire month:
Betsy Davis chart ($17) + hand-dyed linen ($14 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $48.75; Belle Soie $78). Stitches include cross, cross over one, freehand satin and stem, and queen. Recommended for more advanced
needleworkers, per the chart.
Betsy Manchester chart ($18) + hand-dyed linen ($12 for 36c w/2-inch margins) AND/OR silk threads (AVAS - $63.75; Belle
Soie - $97.50). Stitches include queen, tent, cross, cross over one, and freehand satin and stem. Per the chart, recommended
for more advanced needleworkers.
We are most grateful to Courtney for loaning us her completed model of the "American Sampler" from a 1993 issue of the now out-ofprint Treasures in Needlework magazine. I wish that all of you could visit the shop to see this in person. I've also shown you a close-up
of the border background that surrounds the queen-stitched flowers on all three of these samplers. After all of the flowers and other
elements have been stitched, the background is filled in with an alternating continental stitch.

If you have this chart and would like to order the supplies and begin, you may save 15% on these supplies during August.
AVAS silks ($123.75) ~ hand-dyed 36c linen with 2-inch margins ($16 *****Please NOTE: This is a correction from last week's
newsletter.)

August at The Attic
Tomorrow, Saturday, August 8, Sampler Study Group , 10 - 12 Noon. Bring your Darlene O'Steen "Celtic Sampler" or her new
"Whitework Sampler" or your unfinished "Dorcas Haynes" or one of August's Samplers of the Month or ??? and stitch together
while we refresh some perhaps forgotten techniques for challenging stitches or simply enjoy the company of other sampler
stitchers. Please call to register. $5.

Saturday, August 15, August
Stitch-In. We hope that you will join us for another summertime most-of-the-day stitch-in ~ bring a work-in-process
project or start a new one - like this adorable "Sewphia" pincushion from Miss Crescent's Crowne !. Sharon will be stitching
with us and will be teaching us how to make this charming bird, depending on your interest. Pattern with instructions, templates,
and freezer paper is $9 ~ companion kits are available complete with hand-dyed wool, pearl cottons, and the Flea Market stand
for $26. Additional materials kit is $10. Please register with us so Sharon knows how much to bring.
We'll again furnish some food and refreshments and chocolate so that we can keep those needles flyin' for the whole day! If
you'd like to bring something to share, that would be grand. It sounds like a great way to spend a Saturday on a hot August
weekend, doesn't it? When does it start? Well, we open at 10, so any time after that. And we close at 5. To ensure that we
have enough goodies, please register.
Sampler Sunday, August 16, 1 - 4 PM. In keeping with August's beautiful and historic Samplers of the Month, we will be
discussing the Mary Balch school and the samplers created there. $10. Please call to register.

What's New in The Attic

Shipping to us next week, this charming Winter Thread Pal from Impie, Hattie & Bea is the perfect pocket for your winter project ~ and
think C-O-O-L!

It is photographed with Little House Needleworks' "Winter Wonderland" forming the outside pocket (backed with fusible interfacing
and whip-stitched on three sides) and features a ribbon tie closure and, on the inside, a wool felt needlepage and a hinged ring attached
with a ribbon loop to capture your project's threads. You may reserve yours now ($26) for shipment to you sometime next week. The
LHN design is $8.

Two new samplers, both reproductions:

Crescent Colours' hand-dyed floss (if you'd
like the Belle Soie instead, we'd be happy to convert it) measures 9.25h x 9w on 40c and is done in all cross
stitch; on the right, "Yellow Rose Sampler" ($12) from Eileen Bennett/The Sampler House features nine
"olde sampler stiches," as Eileen refers to them: cross, double cross, four-sided, small rice, Rhodes, back,
flat (satin), satin stitch blocks, and Colonial knots. The chart gives no information about the original or its
maker or the date ~ its size on 40c is 9.2w x 13h. A conversion to the silk of your choice can be done as
well for this one, which is presented in cotton, not my choice for samplers.
On the left, "Sarah Ann Siddons" ($9) from Hawkins House is stitched with

Some have called me a silk snob ~ I've been called worse ~ but here is my rationale: The hand-dyed cottons are lovely and certainly are
wonderful for the myriad of whimsical designs, but when it comes to what I call heirloom needlework, silk is the choice. Even as a
customer and not as a shop owner, since the late '80s my preference has been silks for samplers. Most of them were originally stitched
with silk on linen, at leaste the ones that I love from the 17th and 18th centuries and even into the 19th century, and for me silks
provide such incredible pleasure while stitching. With our stitching time such a very precious thing, I think that we should enjoy it to its
fullest!

Two more samplers, both original designs (as opposed to reproductions). . .

From Heartstring Primities, "Constance Sullivan" ($10) ~ and from Annie Beez Folk Art, "Our Love" ($9), charted for Au Ver A'Soie,
features a lovely verse over one: "Our love is like a rose that blooms Tho its beauty never fates." It would make a lovely anniversary
sampler. Its size (93w x 124h) is very doable ~ I could perhaps finish it in the next year, before our 40th! The chart also includes
detailed instructions for hemstitching.

From a new designer for us, The Stitcherhood:

"Quaker Peace" ($ 7) ......... and "Quaker Welcome" ($8) ~

~ and "Santa's Reindeer" ($7) .......... and "Witches' Stockings" ($6).

And some needlework accessories . . .

From The Sunflower Seed, the "Sunflower Needlecase" ($7) ......... and from The Sampler Girl, "Sweet Land 1831, A Patriotic Pocket"
($10), inspired by one of the designer's favorite hymns, My Country tis of Thee ............ and this double-sided, well-padded "Measure by
Measure" ($9) by Theresa Venette has a charming and very useful place to store your beautiful Kelmscott 3-inch mother-of-pearl-like
ruler, with an extra spot of wool for your needle.

Last night was our early Kris Kringle night ~ many showed up to stitch and drink "fake apple cider" and eat "fake homemade Christmas
cookies" ~ I tried to get most of them in a group photo, but my camera I think focused on the light in the foreground and faded out the
rest. It really was brighter than that in the classroom. The three Carol's sat together and quickly named their territory "Carols'
Corner." And we were so happy to have Angelica back with us after her celebratory trip to Lake Tahoe and the Royal Palms, celebrating
their 40th!!!! wedding anniversary. She became emboldened by what I showed all of you with last week's wedding photo that she got
hers out of her wallet ... surprise, Angelica! I took a photo of your photo when you weren't looking! Congratulations to you and John for
another 40!
Here are the ornaments that were exchanged:

Tedra's beautiful rendition of a past design from Just*Nan ......... an Alice original design, I'm sure, on her tuck pillow ornament ...........

. . . Christy's over-one-on-40c "Christmas Keepsakes II" from JBW Designs making it a pincushion in one of the beautifully hand-turned
wooden pincushions from MiLady's Needle ....... and part of Homespun Elegance 's "Festive Redbird" in Sandra's Merry Noel Collection,
stitched over one on 29c hand-dyed Glenshee.
And here's what some of the party crashers (nicknamed that only because they didn't make an ornament!) were stitching:

Betsy's beautiful version of The Scarlet Letter's "Continental Sampler" ~ Debi's great start on "The Celtic Band Sampler" ~
Michelle's "Austin" tree. Welcome back to Arizona, Michelle.
And some people actually finish things! Here's Carol's beautiful Rose Sampler, hemstitched and attached to her beautiful Rose Pocket ~
and Rhonda's over-one "Fear Not" from Midsummer Night Designs .........................

............ and another of Rhonda's this-week finishes, "Common Ground" by Just*Nan. Last Saturday we were neck and neck ~ in the
photo on the right, mine is on the left, Rhonda's is on the right. She won! Hers is on 36c, mine is on 34c. Please don't tell the stitching
police that mine has "2003" stitched in it but it's not done yet!

Rhonda's been on a finishing frenzy this past week. Here's her "Toil & Trouble" by Erica Michaels . . . and while Amy wasn't with us last
night, she was last Saturday, and her project then was "Live, Laugh, Love" from La-D-Da .

Hmm, this was intended to be short and sweet this morning, but it's too late for that. But it is time to be on with the other tasks of the
day. You may get tired of Attic newsletters clogging your "In" box this next week. It is my intention to not only send you the Sampler
Symposium information but also some August specials for all of you in e-mail land ~ we must make some room for the new items coming
at the St. Charles Market in September, so that means savings, savings, savings on some wonderful projects for which we have a limited
number available. More next week.
I also have some additional wonderful sampler photos to share with all of you from our Portland visit in June to Acorns & Threads . You
will be blown away by some of this work! And so that the flogging from Roz can cease, I must correct the record here. I misattributed
her beautiful rendition of "Welcome Band" by Stickideen von der Wiehenburg to Jeannine, who was holding it for the photo. I'm not
sure how I did that because I saw Roz stitching on it while we were there and it so perfectly coordinates with the colors in her
beautiful home ~ but, hey, what can I say except that I'm sorry ~ the mind is still there but the retrieval is getting very slow and
bogged down recently. Oh, yes, this sampler really should be vertical instead of horizontal, as you can tell by the alphabet ~ it just fit
better here running horizontally.

Enjoy your week. Stay cool and keep stitching!

Jean Lea
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